ACTIVE SEASON AHEAD OF TRACK TEAM.

WINTER WORK BEGINS.

Six Meets Planned. First Class Meet On January 3rd.

Winter track work at the Gyas is now well in progress, the team, under the direction of Coach N. Hoyt '19, who is in charge of affairs in the absence of Coach C. H. Mitchell '11, being better prepared than ever to start the regular Christmas vacation. A short while after the vacation, however, will be afforded for a few days to start work in the gym, to be back at school before New Year's Day. At this meet all the events that can be contested in the Gyas will be run off. There will be a forty-yard dash, the mile run, the 100-yard, 220-yard, 440-yard, and 880-yard races. The team is well in condition.

The first event in the series of track meets will take place in the one mile relay with five men per team and to be run off on the track. They will comprise the forty yard dash, the mile run, the 100-yard, 220-yard, 440-yard, and 880-yard races. The team is well in condition.

At the conclusion of dinner Robert W. D. Everett, S. R. H. Ranger, and W. B. Dixson, responded with a selection "Everyman" from the floor which has proved an absolute winner, with its "Big Chief Battle Axe" and "Chief's Song." The program:

1. Ho Jolly Jenkins, Glebe Club, Sullivan
2. Across the Minutemen, Blue Mandible Club,
3. Cello Solo "Kneeling," Goltzmann
4. "Xerix"
5. Pottines on the Terrace, Turner
6. Winter Time, Berea Club, Belford
7. Esquimau Waltz, Walnuthill
8. Solo "The Mighty Davy," Jude
9. The March of the Minute Man, Turner
10. State Song, Glebe Club, Belford

MUSICAL CONCERT A SUCCESS.

Many dropped on account of School Work.

It has been necessary to make the final reduction in the number of men selected for the Tech Show Management. In the selection of the team for this year the department discussed the many opportunities that there will be in the future of this competition. At the conclusion of dinner Robert W. D. Everett, S. R. H. Ranger, and W. B. Dixson, responded with a selection "Everyman" from the floor which has proved an absolute winner, with its "Big Chief Battle Axe" and "Chief's Song." The program:

1. Ho Jolly Jenkins, Glebe Club, Sullivan
2. Across the Minutemen, Blue Mandible Club,
3. Cello Solo "Kneeling," Goltzmann
4. "Xerix"
5. Pottines on the Terrace, Turner
6. Winter Time, Berea Club, Belford
7. Esquimau Waltz, Walnuthill
8. Solo "The Mighty Davy," Jude
9. The March of the Minute Man, Turner
10. State Song, Glebe Club, Belford

The committee will first compare the scores of the teams, and then select the best, giving preference to whomever has shown the greatest ability in shooting. As you would have observed, the various other tests applied to lubricants have involved much more work, and the team has been freed from all this labor for practice for as long a time as possible. Notwithstanding this, and in spite of the fact that the basketball team has also not the use of a professional coach, indeed of any coach of any kind at all, the season has not been at all bad. The work of the season was a result of the regular efforts of the teams. The committee will first compare the scores of the teams, and then select the best, giving preference to whomever has shown the greatest ability in shooting. As you would have observed, the various other tests applied to lubricants have involved much more work, and the team has been freed from all this labor for practice for as long a time as possible. Notwithstanding this, and in spite of the fact that the basketball team has also not the use of a professional coach, indeed of any coach of any kind at all, the season has not been at all bad. The work of the season was a result of the regular efforts of the teams. The committee will first compare the scores of the teams, and then select the best, giving preference to whomever has shown the greatest ability in shooting. As you would have observed, the various other tests applied to lubricants have involved much more work, and the team has been freed from all this labor for practice for as long a time as possible. Notwithstanding this, and in spite of the fact that the basketball team has also not the use of a professional coach, indeed of any coach of any kind at all, the season has not been at all bad. The work of the season was a result of the regular efforts of the teams. The committee will first compare the scores of the teams, and then select the best, giving preference to whomever has shown the greatest ability in shooting. As you would have observed, the various other tests applied to lubricants have involved much more work, and the team has been freed from all this labor for practice for as long a time as possible.